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The world around us is in a constant state of change, and we all must 
change the way we operate along with it. The global trends – such as 
urbanization of communities and ever increasing need for minerals 
– are driving your business and your customers’ business. That is why 
they also drive Metso.

Today, Metso is more focused as a company on our specific busi-
nesses and the process industries we serve: mining, aggregates and oil 
and gas. What is common to all our customers is the need for reliability, 
efficiency, safety and sustainability.

We believe that answering your challenges requires taking the way 
we serve you to the next level. We want to know you and your needs 
even better – customers are at the core who we are and we constantly 
develop our operations and way of doing things based on your needs.

We are aware that you are working hard every day to increase your 
production and up-time, and reach the highest levels of safety and 
sustainability. This means that we have to be able to offer products, 
services and solutions that offer sustainable profit improvements while 
maintaining superior quality of your operations. We are determined to 
help you to achieve these targets by providing market leading prod-
ucts and services and by continuously driving new innovations.

At Metso, we have been able to further develop our state-of-the-art 
technology, and our unparalleled service culture is based on the capa-
bility and resilience of our personnel. Metso people are committed to 
walking the extra mile every day to make sure our products, services 
and solutions meet your needs and expectations. And to remain a 
trusted partner in assuring the growth and profitability of your opera-
tions both now and in the long run. 

EDITORIAL

Matti Kähkönen
President and CEO
Metso Corporation

Towards sustainable  
profit improvement 
– with increased availability and reliability

 Metso people are committed to walking 
the extra mile every day to make sure our 
products, services and solutions meet your 
needs and expectations. 
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Recognition  
for the unique 
design of 
Lokotrack LT106 

Results magazine goes online
Discover more case stories 
and industry insights at 
Metso Showroom
Metso is proud to present a new website, Metso Showroom, to 
provide customers with an unparalleled range of success stories, 
reference cases and industry insight. The goal of this new, free-for-
all service is to showcase real, measurable results, offer application 
examples, and help customers find ways to get the maximum 
benefit out of their plant. 

In addition to desktop browsing, Metso Showroom is accessible 
on smart phones and tablet computers. 

You can access the site here: www.metso.com/showroom

Metso’s Lokotrack LT106 mobile jaw crushing plant received the 
prestigious iF design 2014 award and was also recognized at the 
Finnish Fennia Prize awards. This year’s iF design competition 
had over 3,200 entries in 17 categories showcasing outstanding 
achievements in product design. 

The Lokotrack LT106 mobile crushing plant is designed to crush 
hard rock and recycled materials for various purposes, such as 
infrastructure construction. The design sets it apart from the com-
petition not just in looks, but also in the usability, serviceability and 
safer working environment it offers. During the past 30 years, more 
than 6,000 track-mounted Lokotrack units have been delivered to 
sites around the world. Read more on page 44. 
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Metso has strengthened its grinding solu-
tions offering by acquiring the Spanish 
grinding media supplier Santa Ana de Bol-
ueta SA (Sabo). The acquisition will comple-
ment Metso’s current comminution wear 
parts offering for mining customers. 

“By adding grinding media expertise to 
our portfolio, we gain better overall control 
of mill performance. We can offer compre-
hensive value-adding services packages 
that materially improve the productivity of 
our customers’ processes and their overall 
performance,” says Juha Silvennoinen, 
President, Services, Metso.

Grinding media is used inside grinding 
mills to improve the efficiency of the grind-
ing process. Metso Sabo’s offering covers 
grinding media for SAG, ball mill and 
VERTIMILL® grinding applications as well as 
bars for rod mills. These are available in dif-
ferent diameters and materials to guaran-
tee the best performance for the mineral  
to be processed. 

Metso has signed a five-year strategic research agreement with 
The University of Queensland’s JKTech division to develop next-
generation technologies and services for energy-efficient minerals 
concentration. The research work will be conducted at the existing 
mines in Chile and will have a very clear focus on customer stra-
tegic needs. The program’s four principal research themes are pri-
mary grinding, ball mill grinding, classification, and coarse particle 
flotation; the main operational targets are productivity, and energy 
and water efficiency. The goal is the construction of a next-genera-
tion minerals concentrator.

“The industry is talking about energy, water and sustainabil-
ity. However, so far as we can tell, most of the activity is around 
incremental developments and fall well short of what is needed to 
efficiently exploit the ore bodies of the future, for instance lower 
grades, higher hardness and finer grains. The University of Queens-
land is an ideal partner for us. They have been working with the 
industry for many years and have assembled a kind of road map to 
the future, which is a very compelling vision and one that we feel 
is within reach. The current program embodies a number of these 
concepts and simultaneously aims at reducing the cash cost of 

Grinding media expertise from Metso

Metso and University of Queensland develop  
energy-efficient minerals processing technologies

Metso’s Marcelo Ianello (far left) and Aldo Cermenati (far right) together 
with Dan Alexander, Chief Executive at JKTech, and Dr. Ben Adair, Deputy 
Director, Sustainable Minerals Institute, University of Queensland.

production and improving capital effectiveness,” comments  
Kenneth Brame, President, Minerals Processing Solutions business 
line, Metso. 

Grinding media is used 
inside grinding mills to 
improve the efficiency of 
the grinding process.
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Even the most productive and longest-running mines must one day retire. At best, it could 
mean the start of a new life for the mine in some other purpose – but the initial focus 
must be on minimizing the environmental changes caused by the mine’s operations.
TEXT Paula Niemistö  PHOTOS Metso

CLOSING A MINE 
– OPENING UP NEW POSSIBILITIES

While it might be difficult to predict 
exactly when a mine’s production will end, 
planning of the closure should always be 
started as early as possible – preferably 
even before the mine opens. 

Although planning the closure of a 
mine at the foundation stage would bring 
extra costs, it should not be looked at as 
merely an expense. In the best-case sce-
nario, it could end up turning a profit. For 
example, with market prices and technol-
ogy changing and evolving over the years, 
the precise sorting of tailing piles and the 
separation of products other than the main 
product from mining fraction can prove to 
be a profitable solution.

“In an ideal situation, for example, waste 
minimization would be taken into account 
in the planning phase of the process. If 
everything is recovered from the fraction 
already in the production phase, there 
is much less to worry about during the 
closure phase. In addition, minimizing 
water consumption during the operational 
phase, for example in waste material stock-
piling, reduces the need for post treat-
ment,” explains Senior Scientist Päivi Kaup-
pila, of the Geological Survey of Finland.

Different mines, different needs
It is difficult to set universal guidelines 
for closing down a mine. Every mine has 
its own special characteristics, related to, 
for example, the mineralogy and chemi-
cal composition of the ore, the method 

of extraction, the conditions of the mine’s 
area and land use, the size of the mine and 
the ore utilization methods.  

In an industrial mineral mine, for 
instance, a good end result can be 
achieved by shaping the waste rock piles 
and tailing areas and covering them with 
topsoil, and through revegetation. At the 
other end of the spectrum are sulfidic ore 
mines, which may require long-term meas-
ures in terms of, for instance, monitoring 
and water treatment.

The type of mining operation also 
affects the requirements set for the mine’s 
closure. The calculations influencing the 
choice of mine type should absolutely take 
into account also the costs of its even-
tual closure. Even though establishing an 
underground mine generally comes with 
a higher price tag, they are often easier to 
close down than open-pit mines, because 
the waste rock can be used as backfill. 
Underground mines also suffer less oxidiza-

 Large, socially 
responsible mining 
companies do take care 
of their environments 
everywhere in the 
world, whether the law 
demands it or not. 

TAKE THESE INTO ACCOUNT 
AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE: 

• All possible fractions should be 
recovered. The less waste there is 
during production, the less there is 
to worry about during the closure 
phase.

• Water consumption should be 
minimized already in the opera-
tional phase. Less water means 
less water-borne emissions.

• Sort all reactive and hazardous 
substances separately – this will 
also mean less hazardous waste is 
generated. 

• Take the needs of the closure 
phase into consideration when 
planning the foundation struc-
tures of waste areas. 

• When soil mass is sorted properly, 
it can be used in the earthworks 
of the closing phase. Purchasing 
and transporting soil mass can 
become surprisingly costly.

tion of the walls, as the sulfide minerals are 
not exposed to air and oxygen to the same 
extent as in open-pit mines. Generally, 
however, the type of ore is what ultimately 
determines the type of mine.  >
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When a mine is closed down, in addi-
tion to landscaping and current emissions, 
another thing to consider is how natural 
conditions could change the situation 
over the years: When the mine fills with 
water, will any hazardous substances leach 
from the materials contained therein? Will 
the structures used to cover waste areas 
endure the force of floods and storms in 
the coming decades, for example?

Fresh ideas
Over the past few decades, mine closures 
and the related responsibility issues have 
become a topic of discussion in the indus-
try. The matter has been influenced by the 
rise in the broader theme of sustainability 
and especially by the development of envi-
ronmental studies and subsequent legisla-
tion. In many emerging countries, however, 
legislation is just now waking up to the 
issues surrounding mine closures. 

“The US and Canada are at the fore-
front in terms of legislation. Large, socially 
responsible mining companies do take 
care of their environments everywhere in 
the world, whether the law demands it or 
not,” says Kauppila.

“Overall, the problems and various pos-
sibilities related to closing down mines 
have only begun to be understood in 
recent years. We still need a lot of research, 
and best practices in the industry are still 
quite new,” Kauppila points out.

Prepare for the unknown
Päivi Kauppila urges those involved in the 
closure process also to prepare for the 
unknown.

“While obvious hazardous substances, 
such as cyanide, are given due attention, 
the impacts of, for example, nitrogen emis-
sions have only been charted in the past 
decade. Likewise, the detrimental effects of 
sulfates on waterways have only begun to 

THEMETHEME

Because mines usually operate on a 
very long time frame and over the years 
the mine’s operations are often reconfig-
ured, it is wise to update the closure plan 
at regular intervals. The final measures are 
naturally decided on only towards the end 
of the mine’s operations.

From landscaping to overall impacts
Even as recently as the last century the 
focus of mine closures was mostly on fenc-
ing off hazardous areas and on landscap-
ing. Nowadays when mines are closed 
down, the overall impacts of the mine are 
considered to a greater extent.

“Water management is a good example 
of this. Whereas building wetlands used to 
be considered a sufficient measure, nowa-
days a more holistic view of the situation 
is taken. If a passive measure like building 
wetlands is not enough, it might be neces-
sary to consider, for example, chemical 
treatment,” says Kauppila.

Areas that have been utilized gener-
ally cannot be remediated completely to 
their original state, but with the help of 
landscaping and physical and chemical sta-
bilization, the ecosystem can be restored to 
one that is as diverse as possible, and some 
form of safe, new land use can even be 
planned for the site.

Safe now and in the future
The biggest challenges involved in closing 
down a mine most often involve, in addi-
tion to water management, also extrac-
tive waste and acidic leachates. Managing 
these challenges is considerably easier if a 
mine-closure plan is drawn up at an early 
stage.

“The biggest risks in closing a mine are 
related to waste areas, so that is something 
that should be given the most attention. It 
is a good idea, for example, to sort waste 
materials systematically right from the start 
according to their environmental proper-
ties,” stresses Kauppila.

 Planning of a mine 
closure should always 
be started as early as 
possible – preferably even 
before the mine opens. 

 The biggest risks in 
closing a mine are related 
to waste areas, so that  
is something that should 
be given the most 
attention. 

be understood in recent years. Only fairly 
recently has it been discovered that ura-
nium can also pose a considerable hazard 
when exploiting other than uranium ore 
deposits,” says Kauppila.

“As early as during process planning, it 
is recommended that extremely thorough 
chemical analyses be carried out – for 
example, on ore stones, process chemicals, 
various waste fractions and the area’s envi-
ronment (surface and groundwater, soil), 
to find out the starting levels of the sub-
stances both in the area and in the process 
materials. Later, similar comparison meas-
urements are carried out to determine 
whether the operations have generated 
the kind of emissions that went unnoticed 
during planning. This is bearing responsibil-
ity for the future,” Kauppila sums up.  

SOURCES: 

Smifu Consortium 2012:  Sustainable  
mining and innovation for the future 

Mine closure handbook 2008  
Heikkinen, P. M. (ed.) ; Noras, P. (ed.) ; Salminen, R. 
(ed.) et al.

TAPPING INTO THE POWERS 
OF BACTERIA 

Sulfate-reducing bacteria can be 
used in the water treatment process 
of open-pit mines. The bacterial pro-
cess reduces the sulfates to sulfides, 
which react with the metals and 
causes them to precipitate. 

These bacteria appear in the 
natural environment, but their action 
can be accelerated by creating 
favorable conditions. Depending on 
the situation, slurry manure or wood 
materials, for example, can be used 
to accelerate the process.

“Sulfate-reducing bacteria is a 
rather effective passive method. And 
as it does not require continuous 
chemical dosing, it also means it is 
relatively low cost,” says Kauppila.
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A mine that is being closed down can, in the best-case scenario, 
begin to serve an entirely new purpose. There are many exam-
ples in the world where the closure of a long-running mine in a 
municipality has opened up opportunities for new innovations.

Finland’s Tytyri Mine, for example, is a working limestone 
mine that also houses a test facility used by the elevator com-
pany Kone. Slightly farther north in Finland is the Pyhäsalmi 

copper and zinc mine, which is being considered as a site for 
CERN’s particle physics research center.

When it comes to repurposing old mines, only the imagina-
tion is the limit. The practical realities, however, must also be 
taken into consideration in realizing such projects: The new 
operations must not hamper or harm the measures that have 
been carried out at the mine to ensure environmental safety  
and human health.  

NEW LIFE FOR A MINE 

Searching 
for new 

life at the 
Pyhäsalmi 

Mine 

According to current projections, the 
ore reserves of First Quantum Minerals’ 
Pyhäsalmi copper and zinc mine will run 
out in 2019. After 60 years of operation the 
mine, situated in Pyhäjärvi, Finland, might 
be given a new lease on life as a center 
for particle physics and a load-following 
power plant. 

When the mine’s operations come to 
an end, the mining area will be closed in 
accordance with the approved closure 
plan. According to the current plan, the 
costs will be roughly EUR 30 million.

“What matters most is that when the 
underground mining operations end, an 
alternative livelihood is found for the city – 
we are, after all, the largest local employer. 
From an emotional point of view, too, it 
would be preferable to find some sensible 

future use for the mine rather than letting 
the mine shaft fill up with water and seal-
ing it up for safety,” estimates the Manag-
ing Director of Pyhäsalmi Mine, Kimmo 
Luukkonen. 

Various possibilities for the mine’s con-
tinued use are being actively planned at 

Pyhäsalmi, even while actual mining opera-
tions are in full swing. The mine will annu-
ally excavate, right up until the end, 1.4 
million tons of ore, which will be processed 
into copper, zinc and pyrite concentrates.  >

If the large-scale particle project gets the go-ahead, in ten years’ time we will see neutrino beams 
being sent from Switzerland and detected at a depth of 1,400 meters, pointed to here by Kimmo 
Luukkonen, Pyhäsalmi Mine’s Managing Director.

TEXT & PHOTOS Eero Hämäläinen
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Neutrino detector site
The most ambitious and fantastical is the 
European Laguna consortium’s particle 
physics project. The Pyhäsalmi Mine would 
serve as a detector site for neutrino beams 
from CERN’s European particle physics 
laboratory in Switzerland. 

“The Pyhäsalmi Mine is the number 
one option on account of its location and 
depth. Filtering out other cosmic radiation 
requires at least 1.3-kilometer-thick rock or 
four kilometers of water. Our location 2,300 
kilometers away from Switzerland is also 
ideal,” says Luukkonen.

For the CERN project, a facility that is 
60–70 meters wide, 100 meters long and 
40 meters high would be constructed at a 
depth of nearly one-and-a-half kilometers.  
A massive chamber containing liquid argon 
cooled to -185° Celsius would be installed 
within a concrete and refined-steel 
structure to detect neutrino beams sent 
through bedrock from the CERN laboratory 
in Switzerland.

Last spring, rock sampling and drill-
ing of several kilometers was carried out 

10            RESULTS minerals & aggregates    3/2014

The hoist tower dominates the view at FQM’s Pyhäsalmi Mine.

The modern mine elevator takes passengers to a depth of 1.4 kilometers in three minutes. 
Pyhäsalmi Mine’s Managing Director, Kimmo Luukkonen (left), and HSE Manager Aki Tuikka, 
welcome the particle researchers with open arms.
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Limestone mining in the Tytyri Mine in 
Lohja, Finland began in 1897. At its peak, 
the mining rate reached a million tons of 
limestone per year. Today, the Tytyri Mine 
is owned by Nordkalk Corporation – and it 
also serves as the test laboratory of Kone, a 
Finnish elevator and escalator company.

The test laboratory is an innovation in 
itself: The conventional idea of a test tower 
has been turned upside down, as the facil-
ity does not reach towards the skies, but 
instead extends 333 meters underground. 

The conditions in Tytyri include temper-
atures close to +6° Celsius, dripping water 
and high humidity – which makes the 
mine ideal for testing elevators in extreme 
conditions. 

at the mine as part of a neutrino site 
investigation. If the project goes for-
ward, a pilot detector will be built in 
Pyhäsalmi in the near future at a cost of 
EUR 45–50 million. At the moment, the 
future of the project seems bright.

Load-balancing energy from 
pumped-storage power plant
As a parallel project, a pumped-storage 
hydroelectric power plant is being 
planned for the Pyhäsalmi Mine. It 
would serve as a carbon-free energy 
source, producing load-balancing 
energy for the national grid. Essentially, 
space would be excavated at the bot-
tom of the mine, from where water 
would be pumped mostly at night up 
to the open-pit mine and led through 
turbines down into the mine to pro-
duce electricity when needed.

“Thanks to the height difference, the 
power plant would be able to produce 
a high amount of energy with a small 
amount of water. We are discussing 
the plan’s execution with four regional 
energy companies,” says Luukkonen.

The load-following power plant 
would be implemented in three 
phases, each of which would gener-
ate 200 MW of electricity. In phase I, 
350,000 cubic meters of water would 
keep the power plant running at a 
capacity of 200 MW of electricity every 
day for six hours.

Recycled pyrite, even 
agricultural production  
a possibility
The mine’s tailing ponds have already 
been used to recover pyrite. Reprocess-
ing from the 90-hectare ponds could 
be continued if the operations could 
be made profitable. All in all, the pro-
cessing could result in the recovery of 
roughly two million tons of pyrite.  

“Underground cultivation of veg-
etables and mushrooms in the mine 
is another possibility. LED lighting and 
even temperatures guarantee a growth 
rate that is 3 to 5 times faster than in 
above-ground greenhouses,” Luuk-
konen points out.  

RESULTS minerals & aggregates    3/2014            11

The elevator and escalator company Kone uses an old mineshaft to test elevators.  
Photo: Hans Koistinen

Tytyri: 
Elevator 

test tower 
turned 
upside 
down
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Tailings generated 
from the concentration 
of sulfide ores, such as 
copper, nickel, lead and 
zinc, can cause acid 
mine drainage. 

When mining ceases and pumping 
stops, water gradually fills the open 
pit. Acid mine drainage is gener-
ated when oxidized sulfide grain sur-
faces come into contact with water. 

Acid generation can be 
managed by separating 
out and recovering sulfide 
minerals and by storing 
sulfide-bearing waste sepa-
rately from other tailings.

Watering dry tailings can mitigate the spreading of dust. 
Covering tailings with a dry layer of overburden is an 
effective long-term solution for dust, water infiltration and 
oxygen diffusion. Alternatively, tailings can be covered 
with water when the aim is to prevent oxygen infiltration.

Source: Mine Closure Handbook,  
Geological Survey of Finland, 2008

12            RESULTS minerals & aggregates    3/2014
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Minimizing 
environmental 

impact

THEME

Correct post-closure management of tailings and 
waste rock can prevent damage to the surrounding 
environment. Ideally, these procedures should be 

planned before the mining begins.
TEXT Sofia Williams  ILLUSTRATION Kari Salmi / Vaara Grafik

It is best to start utilizing non-reactive 
waste rock as early as possible during 
the mining process, as this reduces the 
volume of material that needs to be 
dealt with at mine closure, potentially 
reducing closure expenditure.

If the waste rock is relatively reactive and has the 
potential for releasing pollutants into either surficial or 
groundwaters, covering the pile must be considered.

Controlled use of 
sulfate-reducing  
bacteria can reduce 
metal and sulfate 
abundances in mine 
waters. Bacterial 
growth and metabo-
lism are stimulated 
directly in the con-
taminated water body, 
and the mine itself is 
used as a sedimenta-
tion basin for metal 
sulfide sludge formed 
by precipitation.

Proper sorting of  
the waste rock on the 
basis of environmen-
tal constraints and 
geotechnical proper-
ties and rock type can 
increase its value. It 
can even be sold for 
use as aggregate in a 
variety of construction 
applications.

RESULTS minerals & aggregates    3/2014            13
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Metso introduces a rock breaker range
Metso’s product portfolio is expanding with the addition of a new 
rock breaker series designed for primary stationary crushing sta-
tions. The proven hammer-boom combination, already well known 
in Metso’s mobile solutions, is now available for stationary aggre-
gates production and mining applications. 

Rock breakers are commonly used in primary crushing stations 
to break oversized boulders that are fed into the crusher and to clear 
clogging in the cavity. Today, most of the primary stations use this 
combination to guarantee smooth, continuous performance and to 
minimize idling caused by build-ups and blockages.

“Today, safety at work is undeniably the number one issue 
within the construction and mining industries. Without a doubt, 
the remotely controlled hammer-boom combination provides the 
safest solution for clearing clogged crusher cavities,” comments Ilkka 
Somero, Product Manager for Metso rock breaker solutions. 

The new Metso MH-series hammers and MB-series booms 
include five boom-hammer combinations for jaw crushers and one 
for primary gyratory crushers. The hammer weights range from 400 
kg (880 lbs) to 2,200 kg (4,840 lbs) and the corresponding power rat-
ings from 18 kW (25 hp) to 45 kW (60 hp). 

More info:

Ilkka Somero

Tel. +358 50 317 0769

ilkka.somero@metso.com

The remotely controlled hammer-
boom combination provides the 
safest solution for clearing clogged 
crusher cavities.
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Renewed Nordberg CVB screen provides increased lifetime

More capacity, less wear with new Nordberg GP330 cone

The weld-free side plates of the screen ensure optimal durabil-
ity and a high stress tolerance. The screen also includes weld-free 
cross members that drastically increase its lifetime under fatigue 
and allow for more tonnage. 

The feedbox and discharge spouts of the screen are protected 
with Metso’s Trellex™ modular wear and impact resistant rubber 
linings.

Large deck space for safe maintenance
Because an industry-leading safety level is a standard feature in 
Metso equipment, the new Nordberg CVB screen offers the most 
comfortable space between the decks in the category of inclined 
circular motion screens. A large space lowers the risk for injuries 
and makes the replacement of screening panels quicker.

The screen is also equipped with coil spring covers to minimize 
the risk of pinching accidents, and the wear protection liners are 
bolted on, making them safe, easy and fast to replace – unlike the 
glued rubber liners found in similar screens on the market. 

More info:

Denis Pradon

Tel. +33 385396292

denis.pradon@metso.com

Metso’s all new Nordberg GP330 cone crusher is designed to pro-
vide the highest throughput capacity in the toughest hard-rock 
crushing applications. The improved casting design guarantees 
durability in applications where increased pressure and a nominal 
power of 315 kW can be utilized. The GP330 produces the same 
amount of material in less time, clearly exceeding the performance 
of other crushers in its size class.

The Nordberg GP330 has seven standard strokes (18/22/25/ 
28/32/36/40 mm) all in one eccentric bushing. Its chamber and 
stroke can be altered according to the application requirements to 
achieve high capacity and top-end product quality.

The increased main shaft vertical movement range significantly 
lowers the wear part cost and increases the lifetime of liners. In 
addition, it increases the tramp iron distance for uncrushable 
objects, decreasing the risk of internal damage to the crusher. 

The GP330 cone crusher is safe and easy to operate and maintain, 
and it comes with all the tools required for safe maintenance work. 
Process control is based on Metso’s own advanced automation. 

More info:

Jarno Pohja

Tel. +358 400 375 840

jarno.pohja@metso.com 

Metso’s redesigned Nordberg CVB inclined circular motion screen 
is the latest development in cost-efficient screening technology. 
Extra attention has been given to the vibrator, structural design 
and wear protection of the screen, since they are the three areas 
most likely to cause serious trouble.

The Nordberg CVB screen is fitted with the Metso MV Modular 
Vibrator, which features the most advanced, dust-proof cartridge 
design ever seen in a vibrator. 
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What are the cornerstones of 
Metso’s customer service?
Life-cycle services agreements, where the 
customer pays a fixed price for the mainte-
nance and services of the entire minerals 
or crushing process, are part of our services 
offering. The costs are linked to mutually 
agreed Key Performance Indicators (KPI), 
such as availability or production targets. 
There is a clear drop in maintenance and 
operating costs when both parties strive 
for the same goal. This model also provides 
predictability to cost levels. 

We have systematically expanded our 
global service center network and recently 
opened three new service centers in Chile, 
Peru and Mexico. New centers are being 
built also in Arizona, USA, as well as in 
Labrador City in Canada. Metso is the only 
full comminution provider in the mining 
industry and can offer all wear and spare 
parts along with equipment and services. 
We can also differentiate ourselves with 
machine intelligence, and in the future we 
will focus more on this area as well.

What does the “globally local” 
services model mean for  
the customer?
Globally local means that we aim to bring 
the expertise from global product lines into 
our local services, increasing the know-
how of our people that work closely with 
the customers. We have set up regional 

service operational hubs that will act as a 
centralized network of internal support for 
local service centers. This strengthens the 
sales support, repair and field maintenance 
capabilities.

What does automation enable from 
the services business  
point of view? 
Automation brings extra opportunities for 
more effective, intelligent maintenance 
and services. Intelligent solutions enable 
effective data collection and analysis, 
which offers new opportunities for services 
development. 

For example, the Lokotrack mobile 
crushers have an inbuilt information sys-
tem collecting data about the equipment’s 
operating hours and performance, similar 
to what has been used in the automotive 
industry for decades. This system can send 
service calls automatically based on actual 
upcoming needs. By analyzing the large 
amount of data, we are able to develop 
new services.

How do you see the role of services 
developing in the global mining 
and construction industries in the 
next 10 years? What about the role 
of automation and intelligence? 
The more predictive maintenance we can 
deliver and the more we can integrate our 
expertise into the customer’s processes, 

the better we can guarantee the availability 
of the production as well as systematically 
plan the needed shutdowns in advance.  

In my opinion, predictive or intelligent 
maintenance will have a bigger role in the 
future. This is good news for companies like 
Metso, who can take over the service and 
maintenance operations of entire pro-
cesses. The ore content of existing mines is 
decreasing, which sets challenges for the 
continuation of operations. We need to 
have more effective processes for concen-
tration and less costly service breaks. In 10 
years, more emphasis will be put on predic-
tive maintenance. Enabling the system dia-
logue between the customer’s processes 
and the suppliers’ delivery capabilities will 
also increase the need for intelligence.

The mining industry has been 
struggling with a lack of skilled 
workforce. How does Metso make 
sure their services staff is ready to 
rise to this challenge?
This is a big challenge. We need to be 
able to build processes and to productize 
both sellable services and the training of 
our own people to, for example, increase 
the knowledge about existing service 
products. Job rotation is one way to make 
sure that our people are multi-talented. 
To increase our collective knowledge, we 
encourage our people to work in different 
functions and locations. 

Juha Silvennoinen

Smarter maintenance,  
closer to customers  
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Juha Silvennoinen, head of Metso’s Services business area, sees a greater role for 
predictive or intelligent maintenance in the future. New KPI-based service contract 
models make it easier to anticipate maintenance costs.
TEXT Tiina Kurri  PHOTO Tuomas Sauliala

Q&A
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Q&A

Juha Silvennoinen aims 
to raise the expertise of 
Metso’s local services.
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Survival of  
the fittest
– Australian aggregates industry faces new challenges
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Infrastructure construction, driven by the Australian mining boom, is coming 
to an end. With the expected recovery in demand for quarry products from the 
resurgence in residential building activity being delayed by a stubbornly high 
Australian dollar, quarry owners, operators and contract crushing companies are 
being forced to deal with a lull in demand that is challenging their profitability.
TEXT  Greg Ferrar & Peter Newfield  PHOTOS Jen Dainer 

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M

Pro Crush, a family-owned contract crushing business, has 
adapted well to these changing market conditions and is pros-
pering. Based in Burleigh on the Gold Coast in North Eastern 
Australia, the company specializes in mobile crushing and 
delivers its services to the construction and mining industries.  

As owner and operator of a modern fleet of mobile crushing 
and screening plants, Pro Crush attributes its ongoing success 

to a hands-on approach with its staff and customers combined 
with a prudent equipment selection process. Since 2009, Pro 
Crush has grown significantly, thanks to an opportunity that 
it saw in the market for a customer-focused contractor with 
enough flexibility to adapt to the priorities of its customers.

Despite the downturn, early this year Pro Crush found it  
was in need of an additional mobile crusher.  >

RESULTS minerals & aggregates    3/2014            19
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“Many quarry owners and operators 
have their own plant that can produce the 
required quality and quantities on time. 
But under current market conditions, they 
are finding their running costs too high or 
their plant too expensive to maintain. Since 
Pro Crush specializes in contract crushing 
work, our offering has always needed to be 
cost efficient. This has positioned us well 
to provide quarry owners with end-to-
end solutions that keep them competitive 
and profitable in their supply contracts,” 
explains Richard Hill, Director of Pro Crush.

“Using our mobile equipment we can 
quickly establish a site, run operations 
and then move on when the contracted 
quantity has been produced. Much of the 
new work we are undertaking involves 
the operation of crushing trains for major 
quarry owners. It is this type of business 
that has bucked the downturn trend for 
us. Early this year we picked up a string of 
contracts of this nature, and so we found 
ourselves in need of an additional mobile 
crushing plant.”

Lowering operating costs
A typical outsourced crushing contract 
sees the quarry owner paying for machine 
fuel, which can represent up to 40 percent 
of the total operating costs. In choosing 
a contract crushing partner, not only do 
quarry owners have to consider the labor 
rates and track record of the contractor, 
they must also scrutinize the equipment 
that will be used. For example, Pro Crush 
does its own due diligence on the produc-
tion rates, final product quality, and durabil-
ity of the equipment it selects, but it’s the 

Pro Crush’s new Lokotrack LT106 makes short 
work of overburden at a quarry site near 
Brisbane in North Eastern Australia.

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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company’s careful consideration of running 
costs – including fuel consumption – that 
is most recognized by its customers. Pro 
Crush believes that choosing equipment 
with the best performance in all of these 
areas gives it a competitive advantage in 
winning work.

“Our information was that Metso’s 
Lokotrack LT106 was at least 15-20 percent 
more economical than the previous model 
and other brands of comparable sized jaw 
crushers, so we contacted Justin Guilfoyle 

at Tutt Bryant,” Hill says, commenting on 
the lead up to the purchase of the new 
crushing plant required to cope with Pro 
Crush’s increase workload.

Tutt Bryant Equipment, Metso’s exclu-
sive Australian distributor for mobile equip-
ment, had a Lokotrack LT106 in stock in 
Sydney. Richard Hill promptly signed the 
paperwork, took delivery of the machine 
and placed it on a float headed for a client’s 
site in Victoria all in the same week that 
he’d initially contacted Guilfoyle. 

Justin Guilfoyle believes the lightning 
speed with which the transaction occurred 
can be attributed to two key factors. Firstly, 
the machine was available ex-stock. More 
important was Hill’s confidence in the 
Metso mobile crushing and screening 
equipment that he had acquired during 
the 10 years he had spent working on the 
maintenance, field service and sales of 
Lokotracks prior to joining Pro Crush as a 
business partner in 2009.  >
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to reduce their carbon footprint. Quarry 
operators are under constant scrutiny as to 
their environmental impact, so engaging a 
contractor with equipment that can reduce 
their emissions is always a benefit.

“While fuel economy is a key benefit 
of our mobile equipment, another area 
that we have focused on to assist machine 
owners is the mobility and transportability 
of our Lokotrack equipment,” says Peter 
Newfield, Metso’s Australasian Marketing 
Manager.

“Crushing contractors only get paid 
when their equipment is producing on 
their client’s sites. So the contractor’s ability 

This experience provided Hill with a 
strong appreciation of the comparative 
benefits of Lokotrack equipment, which he 
considers to be a premium product that 
sets the benchmark in performance,  
reliability and longevity.

Less emissions, more mobility
While the first job for the LT106 was as the 
primary crusher in a crushing train produc-
ing road base and aggregate for a Victorian 
road project, its next job was working 
overburden at a quarry north of Brisbane 
to produce select fill for an infrastructure 
project. In this application, fuel economy 

was very important to the client, as select 
fill is a relatively low value-added product 
and any savings in operating costs have a 
big impact on profitability.

Pro Crush’s focus on efficiency extends 
across their entire fleet of equipment, and 
Hill estimates that on their next job, the 
fuel economy of the LT106 combined with 
the company’s other new equipment will 
return fuel savings of up to 50 percent  
better than the next alternative. 

The machine’s superior efficiency is 
also a win for the environment as less 
fuel consumed means less CO2 emissions, 
which helps both Pro Crush and its clients 

Metso’s Dealer Business Manager Greg Clayton discusses machine performance with Bevan Heaslip, Operations Manager at Pro Crush.

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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LOKOTRACK LT106  
– WINNING DESIGN  

Metso’s design of the Lokotrack 
LT106 was focused on achieving 
new industry benchmarks for com-
pact size and agility in the 40-ton 
size-class. Being on tracks and with 
good chassis clearances, the LT106 
is more easily and safely loaded 
onto a trailer, which reduces trans-
port costs within and between 
crushing sites. Thanks to the feed 
hopper sides with a patented and 
hydraulic securing system and 
radial side conveyor, the unit is 
ready for crushing or transport 
within minutes.

Basic dimensions 
C106 JAW CRUSHER

• Feed opening 1,060 x 700 mm
FEED HOPPER

• Standard 6 m3

• With extensions 9 m3 
• Loading height 3.9 m
FEEDER

• Width 1,100 mm
• Length 4,150 mm
MAIN CONVEYOR

• Width 1,000 mm
• Discharge height (standard)  

2,800 mm
• Discharge height (optional)  

3,900 mm
ENGINE

• Caterpillar C9.3 224 kW  
(1,800 rpm)

TRANSPORT DIMENSIONS

• Length 15,200 mm
• Width 2,800 mm 
• Height 3,400 mm
• Weight 41 tons
NOISE EMISSIONS

• LWA (EN ISO 9614) 124 dB
• LpA (EN ISO 11202) 99 dB

Read more about the award- 
winning design of the LT106  
on page 44.

Pro Crush Operations Manager Bevan Heaslip and Neil Grabham, Tutt Bryant’s Metso Service 
Technician, prepare to start up the LT106.

to quickly pack up a machine, transport 
it to a new location and have it operat-
ing again as quickly as possible minimizes 
unpaid downtime, which strongly contrib-
utes to their profitability.”

Pro Crush Operations Manager Bevan 
Heaslip also comments on the rapid set-up 
of the new LT106:

“The LT106 has high clearance on both 
ends, making it easier to load. The hydraulic 
hopper sides, latching mechanism and 
radial side conveyor make it faster to set  
up on site and to prepare for transport.” 

Pro Crush’s ability to reliably service its 
clients is directly linked to machine up-
time so build quality and robustness are 
also very important.

“Overall, Metso machines seem to be 
more strongly built and you get the benefit 
of better reliability and longer hours before 
a rebuild. Less frequent maintenance inter-
vention also reduces the number of spares 
we need to hold,” Heaslip continues. 

Full life-cycle support
Metso’s Dealer Business Manager, Greg 
Clayton, works closely with Tutt Bryant and 
with the company’s distributors in New 
Zealand and Indonesia.

“We work actively with our distributors 
to define their machine stock to ensure that 
together we can provide rapid service to 
our clients. We also have an active training 

program for our distributor partners, which 
helps them to provide accurate, consistent 
and up-to-date information to our end cus-
tomers, wherever they are,” Clayton says.

Tutt Bryant’s long-term outlook for 
mobile crushing is up-beat, believing 
that weakened market prices for quarry 
products will not rectify for some time and 
so the demand for more efficient, mod-
ern equipment will continue to grow. This 
led the company to recently expand its 
commitment to the sales and support of 
Lokotrack mobile equipment through the 
appointment of Paul Doran as its Business 
Development Manager for Metso equip-
ment, nationally.

“By the nature of their work, crushers 
have a lot of high-value wear components, 
so not only do we have to have the right 
machines in stock, we also have to ensure 
that we stock the right components to 
support our customers. We have put a 
concerted effort into bolstering our stock 
levels of wears and spares to support our 
bullish outlook on the market,” explains 
Doran, who has long exposure to construc-
tion materials. 

More info:

Peter Newfield

Tel. +61 2 8825 1734 

peter.newfield@metso.com

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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Tianbao Mining Group is regarded as an important pillar of the local economy 
in the Chengde area, in China’s Hebei province. When the economic downturn 
hit China in 2009, Tianbao managed to increase efficiency and reduce costs with 
Metso’s equipment and services.
TEXT & PHOTOS Yan Xin

Efficient growth in   

Tianbao Mining

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M

Tianbao Mining Group Co. Ltd is a major 
private mining enterprise group mainly 
focused on the production of vanadium, 
titanium and iron concentrates. When 
established in 2000, all crushing equip-
ment purchased was rudimentary, which 
resulted in low efficiency and a high failure 
rate. The particle size of the crushed mate-
rial fed into ball mills was 20–30 mm and 
resulted in excessive consumption of steel 

ball and energy, low iron concentrate yields 
and high operating costs.

From five to fifty-five  
Metso crushers 
“When the global financial crisis gradu-
ally spread to China, the domestic mineral 
market also suffered a downturn in 2009. 
In response to the challenge, we intro-
duced the first batch of five Metso GP11F 

cone crushers to achieve more crushing, 
less grinding for the reduced mill load and 
lower operating costs. Metso provided us 
with strong support during that hard time,” 
says Zhang Wei, Vice General Manager, 
Tianbao Mining Group Co. Ltd.

Currently Tianbao Mining Group uses 55 
Metso crushers, operating in 13 concen-
trating plants.

One of the 13 processing plants 
in Tianbao Mining Group.
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Services enhance partnership
During nearly five years of cooperation, 
Tianbao and Metso have worked together 
closely to realize higher optimal efficiency 
of the concentrating plants. “Metso offers 
us high-quality service through its techni-
cal team of experienced and dedicated 
engineers. They are always available for 
discussions when I am visiting the plants,” 
Zhang comments.

“Most of our operators are farmers from 
the nearby villages and generally have little 
knowledge about the crushing and con-
centrating processes. In order to improve 
their operational skills, Metso has launched 
several professional training events,” he 
continues.

“We always use original Metso spare 
and wear parts to maximize the equipment 
performance and achieve the production 
target. Presently, many mining compa-
nies in the Chengde area are running at a 
deficit or even on the verge of a shutdown. 
We can produce considerable profits in 
this situation, largely due to economies of 
scale and process optimization. Metso has 
recommended the different cavity profiles 
based on the actual operations of each 
plant in terms of equipment optimization 
to achieve the best results in terms of yield 
and product quality,” Zhang adds.

Cooperation also in  
process innovation
In order to further reduce the load of the 
grinding process, Metso and Tianbao have 
explored the use of Barmac VSI in the extra-
fine crushing process at the front of the 
ball mill. 

“We will be investing in additional 
Metso equipment, such as the Barmac  
high-pressure grinding roll,” Zhang 
describes the plans for future cooperation. 
“It aligns perfectly with the future devel-
opment of Tianbao Mining and Metso’s 
gyratory crusher, VERTIMILL® and life-cycle 
service, for instance. We look forward to 
shared success.” 

More info:

Huawei Li

Tel: +86 138 1081 9357

huawei.li@metso.com

TIANBAO MINING GROUP  

• Tianbao Mining Group Co. Ltd, 
established in 2000, is a large 
private mining enterprise group 
mainly focused on the produc-
tion of vanadium, titanium and 
iron concentrates. 

• With total assets over RMB 4 bil-
lion, more than 4,000 employees 
and 4.3 million tons capacity for 
iron concentrate, the company 
is the largest private mining 
enterprise in the Chengde area, 
in China’s Hebei province. 

• Tianbao Mining Group owns 55 
Metso crushers operating in 13 
concentrating plants, including 
C100, GP100S, GP11F, HP300, 
HP500, HP800, and Barmac  
7150 VSI.

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M

Panoramic view of Tianbao’s open-pit mine.

Metso Nordberg HP500 is the most popular crushing equipment in the Chengde area.

Zhang Wei, Vice General Manager, 
Tianbao Mining Group.
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A clean success
Thanks to its high throw and large screening area, a new Lokotrack ST2.8 is 
meeting the need for a clean cement additive.
TEXT & PHOTOS Linda Bergmann

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M

A new Lokotrack ST2.8 mobile scalping 
screen is helping a Colorado cement plant 
to produce a clean additive for its produc-
tion process, resulting in significant cost 
savings. GCC America’s Rio Grande plant, 
located south of Pueblo, Colorado, USA, 
requires a very clean, 1” x 4” limestone 
product for the cement additive. The large 
Rio Grande plant, which opened in 2008, is 
one of the most technologically advanced 

cement mills in the country and has its 
own limestone quarry on site. 

To produce the clean additive efficiently 
and economically, GCC America turned to 
Inter-Mountain Construction Equipment 
(IMCE), Metso’s crushing and screening 
distributor in the state of Colorado. After 
consulting with Greg Jones, President of 
Inter-Mountain Construction, and Seth 
Wheeler, Metso’s regional Distribution 

Manager, GCC America agreed to a demon-
stration of the new Lokotrack ST2.8 mobile 
scalping screen at the Rio Grande plant. 

Set up in less than five minutes
The operators at Rio Grande moved the 
ST2.8 into the plant’s quarry and fed it 
8” minus blasted material to make the 
required 4” clean end product. Adding 
extended hopper wings to the ST2.8 
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regulations, and a new hydraulic system 
allows for lower fuel consumption com-
pared to similar screens. “Metso has done 
an amazing job of engineering this plant,” 
says Jones. “It is extremely simple, which 
takes very advanced engineering to pull 
off. There is excellent access to all of the 
hydraulic lines. The engine compartment 
is very roomy, the controls are extremely 
simple, and set up took us three or four 
minutes.”

Sense of urgency for customers
GCC America is happy with the new 
Lokotrack ST2.8, as well as with their local 
Metso distributor. “They have used scalping 
screens from different manufacturers in 
the past,” says Jones, “but when they tried 
the ST2.8, they said it was the best scalping 
screen they’ve ever operated and immedi-
ately asked about buying it.”

“GCC is very pleased to be working with 
a company like IMCE,” says Flores.  “The fact 
that the leaders of this company under-
stand and have a sense of urgency for 
their customers is fantastic. IMCE has never 
let GCC Pueblo down in the past and has 
always been able to respond to any situa-
tion in the quarry.”  

More info:

Seth Wheeler

Tel. +1 262 617 7272

seth.wheeler@metso.com

GCC AMERICA 

• GCC of America, Inc. manufactures 
cement, concrete, and coal in the 
United States

• GCC America’s Rio Grande plant, 
located south of Pueblo, Colorado, 
opened in 2008.

• The large Rio Grande plant is 
one of the most technologically 
advanced cement mills in the USA.

• Metso’s new Lokotrack ST2.8 
mobile scalping screen is help-
ing the plant to produce a clean 
additive for its production process, 
resulting in significant cost  
savings.

Lokotrack ST2.8 has larger throw than most of the other machines in its class which allows 
it to produce a cleaner material.

ton by producing the additive themselves, 
rather than buying it from an outside 
source.

With this type of application, fines have 
typically been a huge bottleneck to pro-
duction. “But the ST2.8 has a larger throw 
than most of the other machines in its 
class which allows it to produce a cleaner 
material,” says Jones. The ST2.8 also has 
more screening area on the second deck 
compared to other mobile screens in the 
same size range, and this large screening 
area helps to improve fines separation. 

The unit’s powerful Caterpillar C4.4 
diesel engine meets the latest emissions 

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M

allowed the operators at Rio Grande to 
feed the screen from the rear using a large 
CAT 980 wheel loader, which was also 
helped to increase productivity.  

“The ST2.8 has been a pleasant surprise,” 
says Damian Flores, Quarry Manager 
at GCC America.  “The quick set up and 
simple controls allow the operator to 
start work quickly. The tonnage we have 
achieved with this screen has exceeded my 
expectations.” 

According to Greg Jones, the ST2.8 has 
been able to produce approximately 500 
tons per hour of the limestone additive. 
GCC America is saving more than USD 20 a 
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Powering through
A new Lokotrack LT1213S mobile impact crusher with dual-slope screen is  
making a huge impact on its first job in the U.S. – a highway recycling project 
near La Crosse, Wisconsin. 
TEXT & PHOTOS Linda Bergmann

A crew from Gerke Excavating, Inc. used 
the LT1213S to crush the old surface on a 
portion of Highway 33, part of a State of 
Wisconsin roadway replacement project. 
Gerke Excavating, a family-owned com-
pany based in Tomah, Wisconsin, is a major 
player in the construction industry in west-
central Wisconsin. The company provides a 

wide range of services, from site develop-
ment and sewer work to aggregates pro-
duction and frac-sand mining.  

Wisconsin specifications require Gerke 
Excavating to produce 5” x 1¼” recycled 
concrete aggregate, which they use to fill 
soft spots in the road, using the 1¼” aggre-
gate for top cover.

Gerke Excavating initially started the 
crushing process with another manufac-
turer’s tracked crusher, but found the pro-
duction capacity was not acceptable. “We 
were falling way behind on our schedule. 
The other crusher just couldn’t keep up,” 
explains Greg Mick, Gerke Excavating’s 
foreman on site.

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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Crushing process finished  
two weeks early
Needing a different approach, Gerke 
Excavating contacted RB Scott Company, 
Metso’s crushing and screening distributor 
in the states of Wisconsin, Minnesota and 
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Bruce Troxel, 
District Manager at RB Scott, has called on 

Gerke Excavating for a number of years and 
knows the company well. 

Fortunately, RB Scott Company’s 
President, John Mickelson, had recently 
decided to purchase a new LT1213S unit 
for stock. Mickelson, Troxel and the entire 
service team at RB Scott worked in close 
cooperation with Metso Distributor Man-
ager Floyd Gast.  “Because RB Scott had 
the LT1213S as a stock unit, we were able 
to respond quickly to Gerke Excavating’s 
request and rent the unit to them,” says 
Troxel. “They called on Monday, picked it 
up on Tuesday, and started crushing on 
Wednesday.” 

“Once we got the new Metso LT1213S 
on site, we quickly caught up and got 
ahead of schedule,” says Mick. Gerke Exca-
vating ran two 11-hour shifts each day and 
reported that the LT1213S never missed a 
beat. “We are consistently feeding it load 

after load and it’s not even running hard,” 
said Mick. “I love this unit,” he added, “and 
it’s our job to keep up with it clearing and 
moving the piles as we move up the road.” 

As a result of the LT1213S impact crush-
er’s performance, Gerke Excavating finished 
up the crushing process for the highway 
project two weeks early. 

Chad Gerke, Construction Supervisor 
for Gerke Excavating, was so pleased with 
the performance of the rented LT1213S on 
the Highway 33 project that he subse-
quently bought the unit. This LT1213S will 
next be used at the company’s limestone 
quarry to make ¾” minus product. 

More info:

Floyd Gast

Tel. +1 612 867 1311

floyd.gast@metso.com

The crushing process for the Highway 
33 project was finished two weeks 
early thanks to LT1213S performance.

LOKOTRACK LT1213S

• The Lokotrack LT1213S is a fully 
equipped mobile impact crushing 
plant with a high-capacity screen 
and return conveyor. 

• The brand new dualslope screen and 
radial return conveyor makes the 
Lokotrack LT1213S easy to operate in 
closed or in open circuit, as was the 
case for Gerke Excavating’s highway 
work.

• The mobile plant’s redesigned 
NP1213M impact crusher provides 
high output with a maximum feed 
size of 23.6” (600mm).

• An optimized hydraulic circuit with 
independent fan and stand-by func-
tion helps to lower fuel consump-
tion and delivers more power to the 
crusher.

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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After ASE-Technik AG from Lucerne-Horw, 
Switzerland, had proposed two possible 
solutions, Kibag Seewen chose the option 
with a new relief trough below the crusher, 
a feeder silo and a conveyor trough with 
scalping, promising less idle time and lower 
steel construction costs. The crusher was 
delivered in parts, assembled and com-
missioned in the cavern as a collaborative 
effort between ASE-Technik and Metso.

After the old primary crusher had been 
shut down, the existing 25 m³ feeder silo 
was updated with new wear protection 
lining. The overhead crane was selected 
based on a payload capacity of 12.5 tons, 
since the frame alone – as the heaviest 
component of the new crusher – weighs 
12 tons. This crane could thus be used to 
install the entire unit. The anchoring of the 
wall consoles was planned and carried out 
by Amberg Engineering. ASE-Technik also 
delivered an electric container including 
supporting elements and various instal-
lations. Overall, approximately 30 tons of 
steel and metal structures were manufac-
tured, delivered and installed.

Automation system ensures  
smooth operation
In December 2013, Metso’s general dis-
tributor Drossard Sales & Service GmbH 

berg C120, being the core component of 
the unit, serves the Zingel quarry as an 
extremely efficient hard-rock crusher with 
highly durable crushing tools.

The cast and solid bolted construction 
is extremely robust and withstands the 
highest breaking pressures. For the Zingel 
project, Drossard customized the crusher 
delivery using Metso’s extensive product 
portfolio. Selected features included a pres-
sure plate sensor, crushing zone monitor-
ing by means of a filling level sensor, a 
deflector plate under the crushing zone 
for secondary crushing of flat material, 
temperature monitoring of bearings and 
frequency control of motors.

The crusher gap can be set hydrauli-
cally by means of the IC1000 automation 
system. The system also accumulates an 
extensive set of data that can be retrieved 
at any time.

Via remote control, the Metso hydraulic 
hammer easily crushes oversized boulders 
that could cause arching in the feeder or 
crushing zone. 

More info:

ASE Technik AG

www.asetechnik.ch

Drossard Sales & Service GmbH

www.drossard.ch

New equipment at the Swiss Zingel quarry:

Jaw crusher and hydraulic 
hammer in action

Metso’s Nordberg C120 jaw crusher, being the 
core component of the unit, serves the Zingel 
quarry as an extremely efficient hard-rock 
crusher with highly durable crushing tools.

replaced the stationary jaw crusher includ-
ing a new base frame. The Nordberg C120 
jaw crusher is one of Metso’s latest models 
and represents a perfect combination of 
crushing zone, kinematic and operational 
parameters. Before the final start-up, the 
unit was enhanced with Metso’s brand new 
hydraulic hammer, including controls and 
a hydraulic pump of its own. The crusher 
itself is equipped with an IC1000 automa-
tion system to ensure smooth operation: 
automatic regulation of feeding, vibro 
trough and gap adjustment. The Nord-

The expansion of activities at Kibag’s Zingel quarry in Seewen, Switzerland, entailed, 
among other things, the installation of Metso’s Nordberg C120 stationary primary 
crusher, successfully delivered by Metso’s Swiss dealer Drossard Sales & Service GmbH. 
TEXT Josef Drossard & Curt Mayer  PHOTOS zVg & Metso
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In the 20-meter-high and 30-meter-long crushing cavern, 
blasted boulders of rock with a diameter of up to 1.1 meters 
and a weight of up to 2 tons are removed by vehicles and 
fed into the 30-ton feeder silo.

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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A unique crushed stone 
production technology 
New opportunities for Karelia’s resources development

The Republic of Karelia in Russia is an origin of many mineral raw materials, such as iron 
ore, titanium, precious metals and diamonds. Sunsky Karier, a local producer and supplier 
of aggregates, is working on developing Suna field, one of Karelia’s main field deposits 
with natural resources.
TEXT Yana Merkulova  PHOTOS Metso
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SUNSKY KARIER LLC 

• Established in 2005
• Core activities production and 

supply of aggregates 
• Located in the Kondopoga region, 

Republic of Karelia
• The unit comprises crushing and 

screening facilities, metal struc-
tures, electric and automation 
systems with the production line 
equipped with C145 jaw crusher, 
HP500 cone crusher, HP4 cone 
crusher, Two Metso TS 3.3 screens, 
Metso TS 5.3 screen and Barmac 
9100 VSI.

1 2 3 4

The Republic of Karelia is a region known 
for its rich natural resources. At the 
moment, more than 50 types of mineral 
deposits and hundreds of mine fields and 
mineral occurrences are explored. Suna 
field is considered amongst Karelia’s most 
unique field deposits due to its richness 
in natural resources that amount to 42.7 
million m3.

In 2011 Sunsky Karier LLC purchased a 
Metso crushing and screening unit in order 
to optimize the local diabase processing. 
Four crushing and screening stages pro-
vide the opportunity to offer several cat-
egories of high-quality aggregates: crushed 
stone, screened aggregates, quarry stone, 
sand, and crushed stone mix materials.

The technical solution included a 
complete set of Metso innovations in the 
field of production of crushing and screen-
ing equipment as well as its experience 
in electric and automation systems. The 
unit comprises four crushing and screen-
ing stages supplying high-quality crushed 
stone with the production capacity of the 
unit exceeding 1.5 million tons per year for 
crushed stone that equals up to 2.5 million 
tons per year for aggregates.

Metso provided Sunsky Karier with a complete technical solu-
tion that includes a complete set of Metso innovations in the field 
of production of crushing and screening equipment as well as 
Metso’s experience in electric and automation systems.

The primary stage is 
represented by the 

Metso C145 jaw station-
ary crusher. The product 

of primary stage is 
supplied to a storage 

site by a conveyor and 
then it is transported for 

further processing.

The secondary stage 
implies the HP500 cone 
crusher which feeds the 

Metso TS 5.3 screen.

High-quality crushed 
stone of 25–60 mm or 

40–70 mm grades

The third stage includes 
the HP4 cone crusher 
and the Metso TS 3.3 

screen.

High-quality crushed 
stone of 20–40 mm 

grades

The fourth stage uses 
the Barmac 9100 VSI 

crusher and the TS 3.3 
screen designed for fine 

cube-shaped crushed 
stone production.

High-quality crushed 
stone of 5–20 mm 

grades

Sunsky Karier: Four stages supplying high quality crushed stone

The whole unit productive capacity exceeds 1.5 million tons per year for crushed stone and equals up to 2.5 million tons per year for aggregates.

The unit concerned comprises four crushing and screening 
stages supplying high-quality crushed stone of 40–70 mm, 25–60 
mm, 20–40 mm and 5–20 mm grades.

Serving European Russia  
through rail, road and water
The Sunsky Karier site can be considered a 
unique production facility which incorpo-
rates the latest engineering innovations. 
Among others, the site being developed 
fully meets the requirements for indus-
trial and environmental safety effective in 
the territory of Russia. The flexibility of the 
crushed stone production process param-
eters as well as the reliability and ease of 
operations are the distinctive features of 
the site. 

The unit has also an effective logistic 
system – the site is located in proximity to 
Petrozavodsk and Kondopoga cities, to a 
railway station and to a federal highway. 
This makes the product supply smooth to 
users all over the European Russia. The site 
is also located near the Metso service cen-
tre in Petrozavodsk city – specialists of the 
center provide technical support for the 
project by responding to any questions the 
customer might have. 

More info:

Nikolay Volkov 

Tel. +7 812 333 40 00

nikolay.volkov@metso.com
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Ordering “the usual”  
– getting full service
When the Turkish mining and construction company Özdoğu Construction & 
Trade first contacted Metso, they were only looking for a primary crusher installa-
tion. As one thing led to another, Özdoğu soon realized their metallurgic recovery 
capacity could be increased to almost double. 
TEXT Mary Pat Meier-Eglin & Daniel Martijena  PHOTOS Gilles Dombey & Daniel Martijena

Turkey-based Özdoğu Construction & 
Trade Co. Ltd. was founded in 1960 and 
has focused on mining and construction 
since 1974. The company has worked both 
for the state and private sectors. Over the 
years, they have stripped and manufac-
tured 250,000,000 m3 of ore.  

Özdoğu’s current production of copper 
and molybdenum concentrates in its sub-
sidiary, Kuze Ege Copper Enterprise Inc. At 
the moment, Kuze Ege Copper is Turkey’s 
only molybdenum concentrate producer. 
Their operations are ongoing with 50,000 
annual tons of copper concentrate and 
1,800 tons of molybdenum concentrate, 
which are exported worldwide.

“We knew we could  
count on Metso”
Mining engineer Volkan Baskan has been 
working for Özdoğu Construction and 
Trade for 10 years and is currently the 
operations manager for Kuze Ege Copper.

“When we contacted Metso, we already 
knew we could count on their technolo-
gies: we had been very satisfied with the 
HP6’s performance in our greenfield pro-
ject for copper-ore and molybdenum con-
centrate production in 2010. So when we 
expanded our operations in 2012, we natu-
rally returned to Metso to supply another 
new machine for our crushing installation,” 
Baskan explains.

The contract signed between Metso 
and Özdoğu Construction and Trade 
included basic design and engineering 
for a primary and secondary crushing and 

 Metso proved to be 
more than an equipment 
supplier. They are a 
services and problem-
solving partner. 

screening plant plus engineering and sup-
ply of flotation cells and slurry pumps; the 
remainder of the mining process is being 
supplied by other manufacturers. 

While Özdoğu had good experiences 
with Metso’s technology, they had yet to 
discover Metso’s expert process engineer-
ing and service teams and their capabilities 
in technical analysis and problem solving.

On the road to recovery
Metso’s project management team, 
headed by Project Manager Daniel Marti-
jena, delivered the primary crushing instal-
lation on-time for immediate operation. 

However, it was soon discovered that 
the metallurgic recovery capacity could be 
increased to almost double. This was good 
news for Özdoğu, but there was a draw-
back: the initial concentration process had 
not been planned for the higher capacity.

With time being a critical factor in pro-
duction costs and output, Özdoğu turned 

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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Kuze Ege Copper is Turkey’s only 
molybdenum concentrate producer.

 From left: Mustafa Gunenc (Service Manager, Metso Turkey), Murat Us (Sales Manager, Metso Turkey), 
Volkan Baştan (Operation Manager), Carlos Padin (HP Product Manager, Metso).

to Metso for critical analysis to determine 
the bottlenecks of the process.

Metso re-defined calculations and sug-
gested specific high-performance Metso 
pumps to optimize production in a three-
step process: change pumps to increase 
capacity of slurry throughput, adapt the 
flotation cells to the new capacity, and bal-
ance out the process with VisioFroth™ – a 
system that measures parameters that are 
correlated to flotation cell performance.

“We intervened on the automation 
process notably with the VisioFroth™ opti-
mization. Our technical analysis resulted 
in proposing high-performance Metso 
pumps combined with the VisioFroth™ sys-
tem. Today Özdoğu is banking on a 3 per-
cent to 5 percent improvement in copper 
and molybdenum recovery. A significant 
increase for them and a great satisfaction 
for the Metso team,” explains Martijena.  >

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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More than equipment
Özdoğu is the first company in Turkey to 
use VisioFroth™ froth control optimization. 
The system offers effective process stability 
and aims at controlling froth speed and 
lifetime by transferring all visual data to a 
computer expert system and foregoing 
human intervention.

“When Metso stepped in, they brought 
forth not only the engineering and effi-
ciency know-how, but a complete analysis 
of the process. They helped us adjust our 
flotation system to almost double our pro-
duction capacity. They proved to be much 
more than an equipment supplier. They are 
a services and problem-solving partner,” 
praises Baskan. 

More info:

Daniel Martijena

Tel. +33 632 299930  

daniel.martijena@metso.com  

VISIOFROTH™ CONTROL 
OPTIMIZATION:
BENEFITS FOR DIRECT  
AND REVERSE FLOTATION 

Metso’s VisioFroth™ is an industry-
leading image analysis system for live 
measurement of multiple flotation.

It was first introduced to the mar-
ket in 2001 for the control of flota-
tion circuits. Since then, VisioFroth™ 
capabilities have continuously 
improved. It is currently the world 
leader in its market, with more than 
1,400 cameras installed in more than 
60 plants. Several plants have more 
than 100 cameras.

When used with its associated 
control logic, VisioFroth™4 makes 
it possible to ensure that each cell 
pulls froth as it should. This gener-
ates an increase of floated minerals 
and a higher froth recovery. In the 
case of direct flotation – copper, 
base metals, gold, many industrial 
minerals – it means an increase in 
recovery of valuable minerals. In 
the case of reverse flotation – most 
iron ore operations, some industrial 
minerals – it means an improved 
elimination of impurities, which indi-
rectly leads to either an increase in 
capacity or an increase in recovery.

The impact of VisioFroth™ com-
bined with OCS© control on metal 
recovery has been evaluated in 
several plants. Improvements are 
typically between +0.6 percent and 
+2.5 percent often between 1 per-
cent and 1.5 percent. Payback times 
of less than two months have been 
reported by customers.

manager Daniel Martijena. The initial mine 
ore request called for 350 t/ph in open-pit 
mining method. 

Material is fed through an AF-5 D4 
apron feeder to a VG645 scalper and 
conveyed to a C145 jaw crusher. After 
primary crushing, the material is screened 
by a CVB2060 and conveyed to a GP 550 
cone crusher and continues with two HP6 

tertiary cone crushers operating with two 
MF0373 Multi-flo screens in a closed circuit. 

The 12-mm material is stocked in fine 
ore bins and ground to 180 microns. Metso 
supplied flotation cells and pumps to 
proceed with the rougher flotation duty, 
followed by two cleaning stages and finish-
ing with a differential flotation to separate 
copper and molybdenum concentrate. 

Metso’s crushing and 
screening installation 
to Özdoğu

Özdoğu’s crushing and screening installa-
tion was designed by the Metso Crusher 
Systems team, headed by project  

Ozdoğu relies on the new Nordberg HP6 cone 
for tertiary crushing.

Today Ozdoğu is banking on a 3 percent to 5 percent improvement in copper and 
molybdenum recovery.

G R E E T I N G S  F R O M  O U R  S H O W R O O M
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Investments in safety do not need to be 
justified by financial calculations. In many 
industries, however, safety has become  
an increasingly business-critical factor.  
As in business life in general, the engine  
of change is you, dear customers. 

Companies operating in the mining and 
aggregates industries nowadays are not 
accepted at the same negotiating table if 
their safety matters are not at a sufficient 
level – which is a good thing for all par-
ties involved. Although safety deficiencies 
always increase financial risks, financial 
losses are only a small part of the factors 
that encourage safety development. The 
human factors involved in every safety 
incident surpass the financial losses many 
times over.  

Even those companies that already 
meet the safety standards set by the indus-
try and legislation can improve their safety. 
The road to improvement always starts 
with the attitudes of the employees and 
supervisors and with increasing awareness. 
Ever-stricter legislation also, of course, has 
an impact, but solely meeting the regula-
tory requirements is not a sustainable 
path. People must be encouraged to make 
the right decisions independently. When 
a safety mindset evolves and our ways 
of operating become safer and safer, the 
safety indicators are sure to follow in line.

In its 270 locations around the world, 
Metso has made considerable efforts in the 

name of improving safety through a num-
ber of practical global and local projects. 
For example, Health, Safety and Environ-
ment (HSE) self-auditing and internal assur-
ance practices were introduced at Metso in 
2012, and in 2013 we executed health and 
safety training modules for our business 
unit management and personnel. Various 
training programs, such as Metso Safe 
e-learning and local HSE training programs, 
are also available to support HSE orienta-
tion globally. Our HSE reporting system 
currently covers 99 percent of our person-
nel globally.

Equally important is our execution of 
projects that have helped our customers 
worldwide to improve their safety perfor-
mance. Codelco, for example, has a main-
tenance agreement with us at their Andina 
site in Chile. With about 200 full-time Metso 
employees and another 50 extra staff from 
other companies, we take care of the per-
formance of a good deal of equipment at 
the Andina plant, an underground mine. 
The mine never sees daylight, which brings 
safety challenges of its own.

A safer work 
environment   
requires practical 
actions

Codelco has set high standards for HSE 
issues – in fact, “Value of life” is one of their 
principal values. They expect nothing less 
than excellent results in our HSE perfor-
mance. In Andina, Metso executes an HSE 
program that comprises 14 elements. One 
integral element is the Family Factor, which 
extends safety issues beyond the work-
place, involving employees’ families in the 
safety work. Codelco and the local Metso 
team at the site also coordinate actions 
together and plan the necessary safety 
activities on a regular basis.

Metso has been very successful in 
developing safety in recent years. Concrete 
proof of this is the substantial decline in 
accidents: We have succeeded in eliminat-
ing four out of five accidents.  Eliminating 
all accidents completely requires even 
greater efforts to develop safety. 

I encourage Metso’s customers to 
demand more from us, also in safety issues. 
That is the best way to take this develop-
ment forward. At the same time, safety 
can be developed into a business – but its 
focus cannot be solely on the business side 
of things. Every employee has the right to 
work in a safe environment. Let’s aim for 
zero accidents together! 

Jukka Rikkinen
Vice President, Health and Safety

 As in business life in 
general, the engine of 
change is you, dear  
customers. 
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It is very well known that energy produc-
tion also implies emission of CO2, as shown 
in Figure 1 (www.ceecthefuture.org).  
The information indicates that almost 50 
percent of the total CO2 emissions are 
generated by the comminution processes 
(crushing and grinding operations). For 
this reason, it is crucial to innovate through 
new technologies right from the concep-
tual phase to determine the best process 
route or circuit configuration.

Moreover, some countries are already 
imposing taxes on the emissions of green-
house gases which is certain to have a 
negative effect on the process operating 
costs. Figure 1 shows the amount of CO2 
emissions in each of the unit operations 
relating to mining operations and mineral 
processing.

The majority of steel production is 
supported by iron ore sourced from 
high-grade hematite deposits, although a 
significant fraction comes from magnet-
ite deposits. Compared to direct shipping 

hematite ores mined from the upper rego-
lith, magnetite deposits require significant 
beneficiation, which typically involves 
grinding to a particle size where magnetite 
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Figure 1. Energy and greenhouse gas impacts 
of mining and mineral processing operations.

Eco-efficient and cost-
effective process design 
for magnetite iron ore
Currently, the mining industry is facing several issues related to energy consumption so 
the optimized use of energy is an ever-increasing need. Mining – and especially miner-
als processing – routes for different ores (base metals, iron ore, bauxite, platinum, etc.) 
vary significantly, and the energy requirements and the opportunities for reduced energy 
consumption are also different. Iron ore has a special place in the global mining industry, 
judging by the volumes of ore processed and the energy usage.
TEXT Alex Jankovic, PhD. Queensland Centre for Advanced Technology & Walter Valery, PhD. Queensland Centre for Advanced Technology  

& Roberto Valle, MBA. Metso Process Technology & Innovation  PHOTOS iStock, Metso 

is liberated from its silicate matrix. Many 
banded iron formation deposits are very 
fine grained, often requiring a final con-
centrate grind size P80 of 25–35 μm (see 
liberation curve of magnetite in Figure 2). 
The amount of energy required to produce 
a magnetite product suitable for sale as 
pellet plant feed from these deposits is 
an order of magnitude higher than an 
equivalent direct shipping lump (< 32 mm 
> 6 mm) and fines (< 6 mm) hematite 
project.

The cost associated with high-capacity 
processing of a hard, fine-grained, silica-
rich magnetite ore is presented in this 
paper, with the emphasis on comminution 
circuit options. The objective is to evaluate 
several options involving different grinding 
technologies with respect to energy con-
sumption, operating cost and capital cost. 
Therefore, a typical conceptual or scoping 
level assessment methodology used by 
engineering companies was applied.
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Objectives
The key objectives of the evaluation are  
as follows:
• Assessment of different eco-efficient 

comminution process circuits to treat 
magnetite iron ore.

• Determination of the process operat-
ing costs and the capital costs for each 
process route.

• Comparison of the benefits of the differ-
ent process routes from an economics 
point of view.

• Innovation and development of efficient 
technologies that enable the economic 
project viability.

Development and data collection 
for magnetite ore grinding
Various magnetite ore grinding flowsheets 
have been implemented in the past, 
including:
• Conventional three- (and four-) stage 

crushing followed by primary and  
secondary milling.

• Primary crushing followed by wet SAG or 
AG milling and ball or pebble milling.

• Air-swept AG milling (for coarse grind).

Historically, the lowest operating cost 
for fine-grained ores was achieved by 
multi-stage, fully autogenous grinding 
(Koivistoinen et al, 1989) with integrated 
magnetic separation steps between the 
stages. The major benefit of fully autog-
enous grinding is the elimination of steel 
grinding media costs and the need to dis-
criminate between steel and magnetite in 
coarse magnetic separation ahead of peb-
ble crushing. The separation step between 
grinding stages progressively reduces the 
amount of material to be ground and, in 
many cases, reduces the abrasive proper-
ties of the concentrate.

Some of the best known magnetite com-
panies using autogenous milling are the 
subsidiaries of Cleveland-Cliffs Inc. in North 
America. The original autogenous milling 
circuit, consisting of an AG mill followed by 

cobber magnetic separation of pebbles, 
pebble milling of the magnetic concentrate, 
a finisher magnetic separation stage and 
silica flotation, was installed at Empire Mines 
in 1963 (Weiss, 1985). There have been three 
expansions since and, in the 1990s, Empire 
Mines had a total of 24 individual concen-
tration lines and a total plant capacity of 8 
Mtpa of pellets. The target grind size of the 
circuit varies between the 90–95 percent 
minus 500 mesh (32 μm) depending on the 
ore and operating conditions (Rajala et al., 
2007). For this specific case, Figure 2 shows 
the liberation curve for the magnetite ore.

New Technologies
Significant reductions in the costs associ-
ated with grinding were achieved over 
the first 80–90 years of the last century 
by increasing the size and improving the 
design of the crushers and mills; how-
ever, there was no major breakthrough 
in improving the energy efficiency of the 
comminution process.  >
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The principles of particle breakage 
in crushing and grinding equipment 
remained mainly unchanged with the 
energy efficiency of the comminution pro-
cess reducing as the product size decreases.

Only in the last 20 years were the more 
energy-efficient technologies successfully 
implemented at an industrial scale, includ-
ing high-pressure grinding rolls (HPGR) for 
fine crushing (Dunne, 2006) and stirred 
milling for fine grinding (Gao et al., 2003). 
The application of more efficient grinding 
technologies has provided opportunities to 
further reduce the operating costs associ-
ated with grinding. At Empire Mines, an 
HPGR was installed for processing crushed 
pebbles, and its introduction resulted in 
a primary AG mill throughput increase of 
the order of 20 percent (Dowling et al., 
2001). The application of VERTIMILL® fine 
grinding technology at Hibbing Taconite 
Company enabled processing of lower 
grade ores and increased the concentrate 
production (Pforr, 2001).

A sharp increase in the application 
of HPGR and stirred mill technologies is 
recorded in the last decade, driven by the 
benefits of increased energy efficiency and 
supported by improvements in equipment 
reliability. The potential for the reduction  
of energy consumption of the order 
of 30–45 percent was suggested to be 
possible (Valery and Jankovic, 2002), 
although significantly lower reductions, 
9–13 percent, were reported after detailed 
engineering studies for two large copper 
projects (Seidel et al. 2006). This clearly 

indicates that benefits from new energy-
efficient technologies are case specific and 
the intention of this paper is to show the 
potential for the magnetite ore processing.

Study Options
A study into the options for a 10 Mtpa ore 
processing plant for a hard, fine-grained, 
silica-rich magnetite ore was carried out, 
with the emphasis on comminution circuit 
options. The concentrator was assumed to 
be located within 100 km of a port suitable 
for facilitating equipment delivery. It was 
assumed that there were no restrictions on 
spatial layout and that the process facility 
would be built on ground of a sound geo-
technical character. Any subsequent differ-
ences in tailings disposal, water recovery 
and their associated operating require-
ments and costs were not considered.

A set of ore comminution properties 
used as the basis for this hypothetical study 
is provided in Table 1.

The magnetite concentrate weight 
recovery, SG, Ai, iron and silica content 
were based on the following relationships:

Concentrate weight recovery % =

10.737 ln (P80) – 3.0945

Concentrate iron content Fe % =

–8.4667 ln (P80) + 98.455

Concentrate SG =

0.84 [((%Fe x 5.18)) + (1 – (%Fe x 3.0)]     724                           724

Concentrate Ai = 

0.05 (% SiO2
0.4332)

Concentrate silica content SiO2% =

9.6966 ln (P80) – 29.571

The fine-grained nature of this hypo-
thetical ore results in a relatively late release 
liberation curve. This fundamental property 
of a magnetite ore is generally one of the 
major drivers of flowsheet design and, 
therefore, flowsheet option generation.

Four circuit options were selected for 
comparison (McNab et al, 2009) with the 
following acronyms used to identify the 
primary unit process within each:

COS – coarse ore stockpile; SC – sec-
ondary crush; HPGR – high-pressure grind-
ing roll; AGC – autogenous mill in closed 
circuit with cyclones and pebble crusher; 
RMS – rougher magnetic separation; CMS 
– cleaner magnetic separation; CMS2 
- second cleaner magnetic separation; 
PM – pebble mill; PC – primary crusher; 
SM – stirred mill; and TSF – tailings storage 
facility.

Option 1. PC/AGC/RMS/PM/CMS
Primary crushing – AG milling in closed cir-
cuit with hydrocyclones and pebble crush-
ing – rougher magnetic separation – peb-
ble milling – cleaner magnetic separation.

Option 1 resembles the well-known 
fully autogenous LKAB and Cleveland Cliffs 
style, low operating cost operations. The 
absence of steel grinding media is the 
major basis for the low operating cost. Peb-
ble mill control and pebble transport and 
handling requirements add complexity to 
the design and operation.

Ore Grade % FeT 32.2

Drop Weight Index (DWi) kWh/m3 11.1

Ore SG 3.40

Concentrate SG 4.30

Bulk Density  t/m3 2.01

Bond ball mill work index (BBWi) kWh/t 17.2

Bond abrasion index (BAi) 0.30

Bond rod mill work index (BRWi) kWh/t 17.7

Bond crushing work index (BCWi) kWh/t 20.6

Point Load Index (PLI) MPa 14.8

Unconfined Compressive 
Strength (UCS)

MPa 355

Fibrous Mineral Content Nil

Table 1. Ore Design Parameters.

R & D

P80 Size (um)

McNab, B., Jankovic, A., David, D., Payne, P. (2009) Processing of Magnetite Iron Ores – Comparing Grinding Options.  
Proceedings of Iron Ore 2009 Conference, Perth, Australia, 27–29 July, pp. 277–288.
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Figure 2. Liberation Curve for the Study Case.
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ciency using three stages of magnetic 
separation, traditional autogenous milling, 
HPGR and stirred milling technology. In this 
conceptual flowsheet, steel grinding media 
is eliminated. Circuit complexity is partially 
reduced by open secondary crushing, 
HPGR grinding and stirred milling opera-
tion, although recovery, storage and con-
trol of three separate-sized media streams 
are introduced.

Discussion of results  
energy consumption
With the exception of the primary crush-
ing module, which is consistent between 
options, estimates were developed for the 
total power drawn in the comminution, 
classification and magnetic separation 
areas of each circuit. Energy consumed by 
material transport machinery related to 

pumping between areas was not consid-
ered at this level of the study. A summary 
of the comparison of unit circuit energy for 
each option is shown in Figure 3.

A significant energy reduction is pre-
dicted for Options 3 and 4, which include 
HPGR and stirred milling. Some 33 percent 
of additional energy separates the most 
energy-efficient option (Option 4) from the 
least efficient, the two-stage AGC Pebble 
circuit (Option 1). Note that part of the 
energy reduction is also due to the fact 
that the process uses unit operations that 
are better suited to each stage of grind-
ing, i.e. stirred mills are much for efficient 
for fine grinding than tumbling mills. It can 
also be attributed to the fact that Options 3 
and 4 have an additional separation step at 
a coarse grind, which reduces the amount 
of material for fine grinding.  >

35

Option 1

Circuit energy (kWh/feed tonne)

Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
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Figure 3. Energy Comparison.

R & D

33

24.725

31.6

Option 2. PC/AGC/RMS/ 
BM/CMS/SM/CMS2
Primary crushing – AG milling in closed cir-
cuit with hydrocyclones and pebble crush-
ing – rougher magnetic separation – ball 
milling – cleaner magnetic separation – 
tertiary milling using stirred mills – second 
cleaner magnetic separation.

Option 2 has an additional grinding and 
magnetic separation stage compared to 
Option 1 and is considered to be simple 
for design and operation. The final milling 
stage is carried out using energy-efficient 
stirred mills. Steel grinding media usage 
significantly increases the operating cost.

Option 3. PC/C SC/C HPGR/ 
RMS/BM/CMS1/SM/CMS2
Primary crushing – closed circuit secondary 
crushing – closed circuit HPGR – rougher 
magnetic separation – ball milling – first 
cleaner magnetic separation – tertiary 
milling using stirred mills – second cleaner 
magnetic separation.

In Option 3, secondary crushing and 
HPGR effectively replace AG milling with 
pebble crushing. The application of HPGR, 
stirred milling and an additional mag-
netic separation stage reduces the power 
requirements compared to Options 1 and 2.

Option 4. PC/SC/O HPGR/PM1/ 
RMS/PM2/CMS1/SM/CMS2
Primary crushing – secondary crushing – 
screening – Open HPGR – coarse pebble 
milling – rougher magnetic separation – 
fine pebble milling – first cleaner mag-
netic separation – tertiary milling using 
autogenous stirred mills – second cleaner 
magnetic separation.

Option 4 is an attempt to design a 
circuit with the lowest operating cost 
through increased grinding energy effi-

High-pressure grinding rolls, such as Metso HRC, can reduce the need for grinding, resulting in 
lower power consumption.
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According to Seidel et al. (2006), the 
basic comminution energy requirement 
for the Boddington HPGR circuit option 
was 14 percent lower than the SAG option; 
however, the overall energy requirement, 
including conveying, screening etc, was 
reduced to 9 percent. The Boddington cop-
per gold ore is of similar rock competency 
to that selected for this study and thus 
provides a good contrast between com-
minution processes designed to liberate 
minerals for flotation, in which the whole 
ore is ground to fine size, and the commi-
nution process with the staged rejection of 

tor concentrate discharge or the magnetic 
separator tailings discharge. As such, no 
concentrate or tailings handling, filtration or 
storage costs were considered. For simplic-
ity, some minor operating costs, such as 
metallurgical testwork and analysis, which 
is considered common to all options, have 
been omitted. Unit costs for power, grinding 
media, wear consumables and labor were 
referenced from average values within the 
GRD Minproc database for similar-sized and 
located projects. A factoring approach from 
the direct capital cost was used to develop 
cost estimates for maintenance materials. 
Key assumptions are listed in Table 2. All 
costs are estimated in Australian dollars and 
are presented as 1st quarter 2009 costs.

R & D

Power AUD/MWh 120

Ball mill steel media AUD/t delivered 1501

Stirred mill steel media AUD/t delivered 1814

Labor on-cost % 50

Total HPGR cost AUD/t of HPGR feed 0.35

Table 2. Key Operating Cost Inputs.

silicates. In the latter case, the energy con-
sumption difference between flowsheet 
options can be significantly higher.

Process operating cost (OPEX)
A fairly detailed approach was taken in 
terms of the development of operating 
costs for each option. Consumption rates 
for power, wear and other consumables 
were considered for each process flowsheet. 
Maintenance and materials, as well as labor, 
were also considered. The scope covered-
included the process from the COS reclaim 
feeders to either the final magnetic separa-

7
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 Maintenance Materials    Labour    Miscellaneous

Operating Cost ( AUD/feed tonne)
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Figure 4. Operating Cost Comparison.

Stirred milling can further increase the energy efficiency of a grinding circuit.

Carbon Tax
A carbon tax is expected to be introduced 
in the near future and would add a signifi-
cant cost to all operations. For this exercise, 
a simplified estimate of the effect of a car-
bon tax is considered. It was assumed that 
the carbon tax would be applied to total 
circuit energy and steel consumption relat-
ing to media and comminution equipment 
wear liners. The following criteria were 
applied for the carbon tax estimate: CO2 
emission, 5 t per 1 t of steel media (Price 
et al, 2002) CO2 emission, 1.0 kg per kWh 
of electricity, CO2 tax,  AUD 23 per t of CO2 
(Australian Government, 2008). 
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Comparison.

Delta NPV Relative to Option 4 (AUDM)

The estimates as summarized below are 
estimated to have an accuracy of ±35 per-
cent. Unit cost breakdowns are presented 
and shown graphically in Figure 4.

Option 1: 6.17  AUD/t, Option 2:  
6.42  AUD/t, Option 3: 6.66  AUD/t,  
Option 4: 5.38  AUD/t
The most significant operating cost (OPEX) 
variables between options are those relat-
ing to power, media and liner consump-
tion. The two options including AG mill 
circuits have between 27 and 32 percent 
higher power consumption costs rela-
tive to Option 4, which utilizes the more 
energy-efficient autogenous grinding 
technologies.

Grinding media and wear lining costs 
range between 0.41  AUD/t and 1.82  
AUD/t. Option 3 has much higher media 
and wear lining costs because two ball 
mills of 8.8 MW installed power each are 
required to grind 8 Mtpa of RMS concen-
trate from P80 2.3 mm to P80 75 μm. The 
overall OPEX for Option 3 is the highest due 
to the high costs of media and liner wear.

Table 3 shows a summary of calculations 
related to the carbon emission and carbon 
tax effect on OPEX. It can be observed that 
the introduction of carbon tax at 23 AUD/t 
would increase OPEX to the order of 9–11 
percent. The majority of carbon emission is 
from electrical energy consumption, while 
the indirect contribution from steel con-
sumption is dominated by grinding media 
and is of the order of 5–16 percent for the 
options that utilize ball milling (Option 2 
and 3).

Capital cost (CAPEX)
The scope of the estimates follows the 
Work Breakdown Structure developed spe-
cifically for the study and considers each 
flowsheet from the COS reclaim feeders to 
either the final magnetic separator concen-
trate discharge or the magnetic separator 
tailings discharge.

The CAPEX estimate is developed 
based on the premise that the process is 
located inland in West Australia. All costs are 
estimated in Australian dollars and are pre-
sented as 1st quarter 2009 costs. They are 
estimated to have an accuracy of ±35 per-
cent, which is commensurate with the accu-
racy requirements for a high-level options 
study of this nature. The details of the cost 

R & D

Emission & Cost Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

Power CO2 t/a 329,503 315,768 248,757 238,328

Steel CO2 t/a 5,804 18,256 37,300 8,306

CO2 Tax AUD/t 0.77 0.77 0.66 0.57

Opex AUD/t (no CO2 tax) 6.17 6.42 6.66 5.38

CO2 tax % Opex 11.1 10.7 9.0 9.3

Table 3. Carbon Emissions and Carbon Tax Summary.

estimate can be found in McNab et all, 2009. 
The total capital cost was as follows:

Option 1 –  AUD 346.6M
Option 2 –  AUD 356.9M
Option 3 –  AUD 321.3M
Option 4 –  AUD 312.6M

The total estimated CAPEX for each 
circuit is within 14 percent, which infers 
that none of the options is a standout from 
a capital cost perspective at the accuracy 
level for this study. In comparison, the Bod-
dington copper gold project CAPEX (Seidel 
et al. 2006) for the HPGR circuit option was 
7 percent higher than the SAG option. 
Therefore, it appears that there may not 
be any significant CAPEX “penalty” for the 
adoption of more energy-efficient grinding 
technologies when considering magnetite 
ore processing.

Financial comparison
High-level, pre-tax, net present value (NPV) 
determinations were calculated for Options 
1 to 3 relative to the base case, Option 4 by 
applying a 10-percent discount rate over 
12 years of operation. Option 4 was used as 
the base case since it returned the lowest 
capital and operating cost, and therefore 
NPV. Options 1 and 3 have a similar NPV 
outcome ranging between negative  AUD 
94–95 M relative to Option 4. Option 2 
shows the least favorable outcome with a  

AUD 118 M NPV deficit relative to Option 
4. This option has the combined disadvan-
tages of both high capital and operating 
costs. The conclusion drawn from this finan-
cial evaluation is that highly energy-efficient 
autogenous processing routes can offer sig-
nificant financial advantages for competent 
magnetite ores requiring fine grinding.

Conclusions
In this study it was found that highly 
energy-efficient autogenous processing 
routes can offer significant benefits for fine-
grained, competent magnetite ores.

The traditional AG mill and pebble mill-
style comminution circuit or those requir-
ing significant steel grinding media to 
operate have been found to be less effec-
tive from a purely economic perspective. 
Circuit options utilizing multi-stage mag-
netic separation and with energy-efficient 
autogenous comminution equipment, 
although more complex, are more likely to 
add project value. For the ore type evalu-
ated, the application of HPGR and stirred 
mill technology is indicated to reduce 
energy consumption by up to 25 percent 
compared with conventional flowsheets 
with wet tumbling mills.

There are many other flowsheet selec-
tion drivers that can become relevant, 
however, the operating cost associated 
with power draw and grinding media will 
always remain critical, even more so with 
the expected introduction of a carbon tax. 
A “synergy” of HPGR, pebble and stirred 
milling can result in a very effective circuit 
from a capital and operating point of view. 
It can be expected that highly Energy-effi-
cient autogenous processing routes would 
be further developed and increasingly 
applied in practice. 
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The world’s most  
functional mobile crusher
The Lokotrack LT106 mobile crusher was designed with a focus on the essential.  
Thanks to a minimalist approach, day-to-day use of the machine is safe and easy  
– and it won Metso recognition in two design competitions.
TEXT Milla Kivinen  PHOTO Metso

CITIUS,  ALTIUS,  FOR TIUS

CRUSHER  Lokotrack LT106 is built around Nordberg C106 
jaw crusher. It has several new features such as a radial side 
conveyor, high inertia flywheels and an IC700 automation 
system that utilizes an ultrasonic material level sensor. 

MOBILITY  With its simpler frame structure, the Lokotrack LT106 is now easier 
to move as close to the crushing site as possible. Compact dimensions and 
agility on tracks mean lower transport costs between and within crushing sites. 
The chassis has good clearance on both ends, which enables safe and easy 
loading onto a trailer. The unit is ready for crushing or transport within minutes.
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CITIUS,  ALTIUS,  FOR TIUS

DESIGN  The new Lokotrack LT106 mobile 
crusher was practically designed from scratch. Its 
predecessor, Lokotrack LT105, was also popular, but 
the structure of the new machine was designed 
with functionality in mind. The goal was simplic-
ity and the elimination of any unnecessary parts. 
This simplification has made more room for service 
platforms and enables general excellent accessibil-
ity, making daily operations safe and easy.

NEW MATERIALS  New materials, such as 
engine and flywheel composite covers, were a 
key element in the design of the Lokotrack LT106. 
The guards in previous crushers were made of 
sheet metal, which could break and were some-
times difficult to open. Initially, there were some 
preconceived notions about the use of composite, 
because there was no prior experience with it. In 
tests, however, composite proved to be a durable 
and resilient material, with rocks bouncing off of it.

AWARDS  In January 2014, LokoTrack 
LT106 was recognized in two interna-
tionally significant design competitions, 
winning the iF Product Design Award 
conferred by German iF International 
Forum Design, and honorary mention 
by the Finnish Fennia Prize. The recog-
nition was granted for, among other 
things, the machine’s user-friendliness, 
serviceability and material savings.

ENGINE  The fuel-efficient Caterpillar C9.3 Tier 4 engine with 
hydraulic drive ensures trouble-free operation. The direction of 
the crusher can be changed in the event of a blockage. The rede-
signed engine package has lowered Lokotrack LT106’s fuel con-
sumption. Thanks to its modular structure, the engine package 
can also be used in other Metso mobile crushers. The modularity 
does not increase the overall costs of procuring the machine.

NUGGET OF INFORMATION  Originally, the idea of a mobile crushing plant came about in 1985 when 
Telamurska, a Finnish crushing contractor and a Metso customer, was doing a lot of forest road contract work for 
the Finnish Forest and Park Service. The rocks en route had to be crushed, and a mobile plant was best suited for 
the purpose. The first factory-made GT1810 secondary crushing unit was designed by combining the tracks cut 
out of the drawings of an excavator with the drawings of a wheel-mounted crushing plant already in production.
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Just 35 days to set up  
a crushing plant in  
the Himalayas.

Sounds too good to be true? See for yourself at 
www.metso.com/showroom and get inspired  
by this and dozens of other true stories.

Reality is 
stranger 
than fiction




